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Imprints

CLOTHING
Reproduction of the NJPA logo on clothing presents two specific problems:
1) readable, embroidered size* of “National Joint Powers Alliance®” 
2) design should make every effort to illustrate the intermingled NJPA “rings”

Note:  *Standard chest imprint is 4” wide. This is sufficient for readability.
        Smaller sizes of clothing may reduce the imprint no smaller than 3.5” wide.

Clothing choices and colors are at the discretion of the wearer, 
but the following guidelines should be observed:

1) Solid Color Shirts - Light Colors
 • use full color logo over light shirts
 • use full color logo over MOST shades of blue (lighter than 296)

2) Solid Color Shirts - Dark Colors 
 • the red & grey rings (halo) should always remain consistent
 • the blue (type) portion of the logo should be changed to a lighter  
  or darker (tone-on-tone) shade of the shirt’s color.

3) Shirts with Trim/Accent Elements
 • prefer accents that are within the color family of the color logo (red, blue, grey)
  - when a “preferred accent” is used and the shirt is light, use the color logo  
 • uniquely colored accents (e.g., green) are allowed
  - when this occurs, replace the blue (type) portion of the logo 
    with the accent color, including when black is the accent
  - rememeber: red and grey halo always remain unaltered  

4) Other
 Unique situations will be encountered—patterned shirts, a desired
      “feminine look”, etc.—and good judgement should be followed to
 maintain the appeal of the shirt.

GIFTS
Imprinting gift items allows for moderate flexibility in the choice of 
colors as suited to the color options of the gift item. To support 
enhanced brand recognition, gift items are preferred in 
red, navy, silver or white.

Specifically for audiences unfamiliar with NJPA, 
the imprint should also include NJPA’s website 
in the art combination shown here.

Approved Versions

PREFERRED
As with anything valuable, handle the NJPA logo with care. The NJPA logo is comprised of specifically designed letterforms that 
should not be manually recreated. Although a system of identifiers make up the NJPA brand and identity standards, because it is a 
shared resource, the accurate use and reproduction of the NJPA logo deserves the greatest amount of attention. For marketing 
purposes, whenever possible, the NJPA logo should be used in full color, accurately matched to the color formulas provided here.

ALTERNATIVES
Depending on the document, there may be times when color reproduction 
is not appropriate or not possible. In these cases, either a solid black logo 
(over white or light colors) or a solid white (over dark backgrounds) should 
be used. The white logo is typically referred to as “reverse.” 

The only exception to these alternatives is in the category of “imprints”, later 
described in this document.

Reproducing

SIZE & SCALE REQUIREMENTS
Because the NJPA logo includes text, that at a small size, can become 
difficult to read, it should never be reproduced smaller than at 1.25” wide. 
When selecting gift items, please be sure to check that imprint space allows 
for this minimum to be met. Additionally, please take care to not stretch or 
distort the NJPA logo. As errors most often occur while attempting to scale 
the logo, please seek marketing assistance as needed.  

WHITE SPACE
As a general rule—so not to compete with neighboring elements—allow 
clear (“white”) space around the perimeter of the NJPA logo equal to the 
distance between the bottom of the large letterform and bottom of the 
smaller “National Joint Powers Alliance.”  

VENDOR USE
Full color, black & white and reverse versions of the NJPA logo may be supplied to a vendor (under the approval of Marketing) as:
•   For print pieces: eps (or .ai) Note: A designer will refer to this as the “vector”, “native,” or “original art” file.
•   For website:  png
•   Also available: jpg

LO G O  STA N D A R D S

LOGO STANDARDS

NJPA BLUE
Pantone® 296C
C 100 R  3
M   73 G  30
Y  30 B  47
K  83

NJPA RED
Pantone® 194C
C 7 R  151
M   100 G  35
Y  54 B  63
K  35

NJPA GREY
Pantone® 7544C
C 33 R  137
M   14 G  150
Y  11 B  160
K  31

1.25” wide minimum

www.njpacoop.org




